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Details of Visit:

Author: Daveys Naughty Fun
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 Jun 2018 17:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com/escort-girl.php?girlid=849
Phone: 01908696559
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Discrete location with free available parking. A nice cosy place for a visit with good shower facilities.
Perfect for what was required.

The Lady:

The pictures of Olivia that are available tell you half a story. A mere teaser for meeting the lady
herself. She is absolutely stunning with an absolutely captivating smile. Olivia had been modelling
new dresses on twitter (which built up the anticipation too!) and wore an elegant black dress for the
meet, that complimented her natural busty figure. Very chatty and friendly; we had been talking on
twitter for months without actually meeting each other, so all felt quite relaxed when we did finally
meet and we clicked straight away. Physical descriptions and pictures that you see are of the lady
in question. A very charming, sensual and extremely sexy lady with whom it was a pleasure to
meet. 

The Story:

I parked up in good time as the venue is fairly near to work. Once in the building, I requested a
shower and was led to a bathroom and offered a drink. I freshened up and was greeted by a smiling
Olivia. We kissed our hellos and intros. I got onto the bed for a massage (with baby lotion) as Olivia
stepped out of her dress (no lingerie as it was extremely hot day as we enjoy a summer for the first
time in a while). I returned the massage favour on Olivia, trying to ease a few knots in her
shoulders. We had lots of kissing in our meet, I mean lots of kissing. If we were not under any
restrictions, we would probably still be there now over a week later, honestly. Real take your breath
away kissing, real passion, and mutually enjoyed.

By now, little Davey, who had been on notice on meeting the lovely Olivia, was pretty much making
his presence felt, which had not gone unnoticed by the lovely hostess, who pleasured me with her
lips and tongue. I reciprocated and went down on Olivia, who was really enjoying my tongue doing
the walking, which was intensifying my own pleasure, as the lady getting turned on is a massive
turn on for me.

More kissing before Olivia climbed on top, and then some doggy. I played with Olivia's boobs before
she bought me to a very explosive finish. More kissing and it was sadly time to depart. For now. It is
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my intention to see this wonderful sensual lady again. Thank you Olivia for a fantastic time. Guys
who are thinking about visiting Olivia, should go and do so/
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